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We consider a manifold X of dimension n with conic singularities that
is isometric to Rn outside a compact set. We impose geometric hypotheses
that

(1) The flow along “geometric” geodesics is non-trapping. (Geomet-
ric geodesics are those that miss the cone points or that are every-
where locally given by limits of families of geodesics missing the cone
points.)

(2) No three cone points are collinear.
(3) No two cone points are conjugate to one another.

Our main result is as follows:

Theorem. For χ ∈ C∞c (X), there exists δ > 0 such that the cut-off resolvent

χ(∆− λ2)−1χ

can be analytically continued from Imλ > 0 to the region

Imλ > −δ log Reλ, Reλ > δ−1

and for some C, T > 0 enjoys the estimate∥∥χ(∆− λ2)−1χ
∥∥
L2→L2 ≤ C|λ|−1eT |Imλ|

in this region.

This implies that the trapping of waves induced by diffraction among
cone points has only a very weak effect on the decay of solutions to the wave
equation on such a manifold: in particular, solutions to the wave equation
on R × X enjoy exponential local energy decay. Likewise, the resolvent
estimate on the real axis (which is the same as would be obtained with no
trapped rays) implies that the Schrödinger propagator eit∆ enjoys the “local

smoothing” property of mapping L2 data to L2([0, 1]t;H
1/2
loc (X)).

The theorem is proved by first establishing a result on weak escape of
singularities for solutions to the wave equation: we show that for any r
there exists Tr such that for |t| > Tr, for all s,

χ cos t
√

∆χ : Ds → Ds+r.
(Here Ds is the domain of ∆s/2 and agrees with Hs away from the cone
points.) The results on the resonance-free region and the resolvent estimate
in that region then follow by adapting an argument of Vainberg.
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